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MOVE TITANIUM



«It was thinking about the men around me that inspired me to create Move Titanium. 
Forging a bond between men and women’s jewellery was a real challenge.  
I have created a masculine interpretation of my iconic collection Move,  

which combines both power and lightness. The motif of the three moving diamonds  
is deeply imprinted in me and lies very close to my heart. Move: a single collection 

designed for men and women, a perfect union. » 

Valérie Messika



« 5 grams of  

powerful    
magnetism creating a  

weightless feel »



Valérie Messika wanted to combine 
jewellery with masculine style for 

2016. What could be more natural than 
turning to her signature collection Move 
in order to explore this masculinity in 
her designs? As robust as the Titanium  
materials used to create them, the bangles 
and rings in the Move Titanium collection 
reflect men’s many different dimensions 
thanks to the clear juxtaposition between 
brushed matte and reflective polished  
finishes. Valerie has interpreted the 
looks of 3 types of men using 3 exclusive  
finishes, combining power with lightness. 
Valerie has created an element of surprise 
by uniting these natural, anthracite and 
black versions with different diamonds: 
black for the Intrepid and white for the 
Original and the Dandy. Remaining 
faithful to her lucky number, Valerie 
has paid tribute to the ‘love of yesterday,  
today and tomorrow’ with three moving 
diamonds that can never be separated, 
glistening with power in their titanium 
cage.  Three men, three finishes and 
three colours are brought together in six 
comfortable and robust pieces that send  

a modern and powerful statement.
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The Original

The Original includes the ring and the bangle in  
Natural Titanium with White Diamonds

 ‘Natural Masculinity’ 

Ring: Titanium weight : 5.10g / Diamond weight: 0.11ct 
Bangle: Titanium weight : 15g / Diamonds weight: 0.25ct



      ompletely authentic, the Original version of the Move Titanium bangle and ring are the ultimate symbol 
of masculinity.  The pair’s characteristics; spontaneity, minimalism and purity are highlighted as the white 

diamonds add a hint of crispness. 
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The Beau
‘Stylish Masculinity’

The Beau includes the ring and the bangle in  
Graphite Titanium with White Diamonds

Ring: Titanium weight : 5.10g / Diamond weight: 0.11ct 
Bangle: Titanium weight : 15g / Diamonds weight: 0.25ct



With the elegant shade and impressive purity of the white diamonds, the Dandy version of the Move Titanium 
bangle and ring are the perfect ally for stylish, confident men with a striking presence and appearance.  
The contrast between the strong grey and the dynamic whiteness of the diamonds gives the Dandy  

a powerful look and unique style.



The Intrepid
‘Daring masculinity’

The Intrepid includes the black ring and bangle in Titanium 
Full Black with Black Diamonds

Ring : Titanium weight: 5.30g / Diamond weight: 0.11ct 
Bangle : Titanium weight: 14.50g / Diamonds weight: 0.30ct



     dventurous, daring and courageous, the Intrepid by Messika reflects a fearless and virile personality.  
The depth of the black titanium and the intensity of the black diamond create a tone-on-tone effect with a 

rock’n’roll edge. A strong man proudly wears this powerful, and almost formidable, jewellery duo. 
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